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PRODUCT MANAGER

EDUCATION: DEGREE IN ENGINEERING OR RELATED FIELD

Starborn Industries, an international supplier of construction fasteners, is looking for a Product Manager with excellent technical and communications skills to design, test and bring new fastener products to market. Starborn's primary business involves the development and marketing of new fastener solutions for the decking industry. Specific responsibilities include:

* Establish design parameters for new fasteners and fastening system prototypes.
* Arrange and supervise independent laboratory testing.
* Manage Quality Control.
* Design packaging and Point of Purchase displays.
* Create print, web and social media products to inform customers about new products.
* Represent the company at trade exhibitions.

The ideal candidate will have a degree in Mechanical Engineering, 2+ years of experience, strong communications and graphics skills, and at least a basic knowledge of residential construction. Specific knowledge of fasteners and/or the decking industry is preferred, but not required. Candidates who may be qualified to assume some, but not all, of the responsibilities above are encouraged to apply if they believe that their education and experience has prepared them for this position.